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An Integrated, Data-driven Approach to Achieving Universal Access to Energy

What is Energy Access Explorer?
Energy Access Explorer (EAE) is an online, open-source, interactive, geospatial platform that enables clean energy 
entrepreneurs, energy planners, donors, and development-oriented institutions to identify high priority areas where energy 
access can be expanded. Using spatial data to link energy supply with growing or unmet demand is essential to gaining a 
better picture of energy access and expanding energy services to those who need it the most.

EAE synthesizes several geospatial data to 
visualize and analyze demand for energy 
services. Examples are:

 ■ Demographics, including: 

 ■ population density

 ■ poverty rates

 ■ asset ownership etc

 ■ Social and productive uses, including: 

 ■ schools

 ■ health clinics

 ■ agricultural activities, etc.

Similarly, EAE incorporates data to represent 
current or potential energy supply. These include: 

 ■ Resource availability, including

 ■ wind power

 ■ solar power

 ■ small-scale hydropower, etc

 ■ Power infrastructure, including: 

 ■ transmission network 

 ■ distribution network

 ■ generation network

 ■ mini grids

Furthermore, it incorporates important data on:

 ■ environment (such as protected areas 
and forest cover) 

 ■ access to finance (such as finance 
service providers) 

 ■ and other categories (such as 
refugee settlements). 

EAE enables all users to make multi-criteria 
decision analysis on-the-fly and identify 
high-priority areas where access to energy 
should be expanded. 

Beyond its visualization and analytical capabilities, 
EAE functions as a dynamic geographic information 
system and data repository which reduces 
software engineering and data transaction costs 
for both data providers and users. Its unique 
backend infrastructure comes with an easy to 
navigate Content Management System and allows 
administrative users with limited or no GIS and 
programming expertise to add data and metadata in 
a simple manner.
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EAE Users
Electrification Planners
How can Energy Access Explorer help energy  
planning agencies?

Energy Access Explorer identifies areas where 
electrification and socio-economic development 
can be linked to meet the needs of the poor. 
Energy Access Explorer can complement the cost 
optimization planning tools that energy planners already use, providing a bottom-up representation of 
electricity affordability and demand.

Furthermore, Energy Access Explorer functions as a Dynamic Geographic Information System which enables 
energy planning agencies with limited or no GIS capacity to better process, store, manage and update data in 
a cost-effective manner.    

Figures above: Examples of Energy Access Explorer’s high-resolution, multi-criteria prioritization analysis. This analysis identifies  priority areas which are close to health care 
and education facilities, far from the power network and where solar potential is significant. This is a sample analysis. Users can combine more than 25 geospatial datasets and 
generate custom prioritization analysis, maps and reports based on their criteria and perspectives.  

Using the tool, planning agencies and energy ministries 
can identify areas where there are households, schools, 
health clinics and other facilities, but no connection to 
the grid. Supplying electricity to these areas is essential 
to socio  economic development, improving quality of 
life, upgrading basic health and education services and 
boosting gender equality.

Demand

+ +

Population Density Healthcare Facilities (0-5km proximity) Schools (0-5km proximity)

Supply

+

Electricity distribution lines (>2km away) GHI (>2000 kWh/m2) Analysis outputs (locations that meet  
these criteria)

Analysis Outputs

+
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EAE lists the top 20 priority areas based on the user defined criteria. highlighted 

  

Additional level of detail per location (top 20) based on the user defined criteria. For this analysis, these inputs include: population density, proximity to schools and health care 
facility, Global Horizontal Irradiation, distance to the closest transmission and distribution lines.
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Clean Energy Enterprises 
How can Energy Access Explorer help clean  
energy enterprises?

Energy Access Explorer’s data and analysis 
enables mini grid developers and solar home 
system providers to identify opportunities for 
market expansion by visualizing where customers 
are located and where demand for electricity 
may be high.    

Figures show analytical outputs based on the data inputs and filters above. Lighter colors on map showing areas with high energy access potential. Some top locations circled 
in red based on the unique perspectives of the users in this analysis. Analysis shows populated areas with a high poverty rate, far from the power network and with significant 
solar potential.

Using the tool, an off-grid solar developer can identify 
areas unserved by electricity with high population 
density, high solar potential, and relatively high average 
income to determine the best locations to expand their 
businesses and bring electricity to more people.

Demand

+

Population Density > 300pp/km2 Percentage in poverty (<2USD/day)

Supply

+
Analysis Outputs

+

Electricity distribution lines (>2km away) GHI (>2000 kWh/m2) Analysis outputs
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Locations of top 20 sites that meet the above user defined criteria.
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Investors and Development Finance Institutions
How can Energy Access Explorer help investors and 
development finance institutions?

By demonstrating where there is high viable 
demand for electricity, Energy Access Explorer 
enables investors and development finance 
institutions to determine where funding for 
electrification efforts can be most impactful.

Using the tool, an investor can identify areas where their 
support is most useful.

For example, by funding projects in unelectrified areas  
far from finance service providers with low customer 
ability to pay but where opportunities for agribusiness 
are abundant, investors and development finance 
institutions can both support local economies and help 
local communities. 

Analysis shows areas with high poverty rates (percentage in poverty >80%), croplands and at least 10 km away from distribution lines and substations. Lighter colors on map 
showing areas with high energy access potential. 

Demand

+ +

Crops Percentage in poverty (<2USD/day) Financial institutions (>10km away)

Supply

+
Analysis Outputs

+

Distribution lines (>10km away) Distribution substations (>10km) Analysis outputs
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Health Sector
By demonstrating where unserved or underserved clinics are located, where there is power infrastructure, 
and where there are energy resources, health departments can better understand energy needs so they can 
attract investments and integrate clean electricity into their operations.

In the next phase of development, Energy Access Explorer users will be able to identify cost-optimal ways to 
electrify health care facilities, taking into consideration electricity requirements and a mix of supply options.

Using the tool, organizations in the health sector can identify areas with potential demand associated with the 
delivery of health services - for example, underserved health care facilities that are both far from grid and are 
in areas with high solar potential.

  

  

Top 20 locations based on the above analysis criteria, with the map zoomed in on high priority areas. Also displayed are additional attributes of the datasets used in the analysis.
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Data view of the topmost area showing the hospital (in red) plus the associated attributes.

  

Location and attributes of a hospital as compared using a Satellite imagery basemap.

“Energy Access Explorer can help the Ministry of Health assess the best options for providing energy to healthcare facilities and for 
making related decisions. It provides important initial information when beginning project planning and implementation phases. 
As such, it reduces time-intensive data collection and analysis efforts to identify those healthcare facilities and their needs. Once 
these are mapped we no longer need to visit every single facility (save for some verification) and the Ministry of Health can assess 
the best way to provide energy, either via solar systems or grid connection.” 

– Sitra Mulepo, Senior Engineer, Ministry of Health, Uganda

More user stories available at: energyaccessexplorer.org/user-stories

http://energyaccessexplorer.org/user-stories
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Key Functions of Energy Access Explorer
EAE Architecture 

EAE is a Dynamic Geographic Information System, with an open source, adaptable web-architecture. Beyond 
its visualization and analytical capabilities, EAE’s unique backend infrastructure provides: 

 ■ Automated Data Processing to minimize resource requirements when it comes to harmonizing and 
integrating new data. 

 ■ Dynamic database and efficient data storage to optimize data transaction and configurations.

 ■ Customized Content Management System which allows admin users to better process, store, manage and 
update EAE in a cost-effective manner. 

 ■ A modular API that connects the backend of the application with the front-end and enables users to 
generate rapid, high resolution visualizations and prioritization analysis on-the-fly.

 ■ Variety of Baseline Maps including names of places, satellite imagery and other. 
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Front End

FUNCTIONALITY STATUS

Select and visualize geospatial data Launched

User friendly interface Launched

Overlay data Launched

On the fly high resolution multi-criteria decision analysis that provide 4 different “heat maps”/ analytical outputs. These 
include and prioritize areas of interest as defined by users’ custom criteria and selections. 

Launched

Apply queries, filters and buffers Launched

High resolution multi-criteria analysis (1 km2) Launched

Map high-priority areas Launched

View on desktop and mobile phone internet browsers Launched

Customizable base maps (e.g., satellite, light, dark plus labels) Launched

View in a public version Launched

View in a password protected version Launched

View in an off-line version Staging 

Zoom-in feature to select smaller administrative division and see custom versions of the app (including input data and 
outputs of the analysis) for these areas

Staging – under development

Search for and summarize the top 20 locations in terms of the select indicators or the analytical outputs (for instance, 
show the 20 best locations with the highest wind speed or the 20 best locations with the highest Energy Access Potential

Launched

Develop custom summary reports and dashboards Launched

Search for coordinates or areas of interest Staging – under development

Save and download analysis Launched

Visualize temporal data to track progress Launched

  

EAE’s front end provides the user interface for loading data, apply queries, filters and perform multi-criteria analysis among other functions listed above.
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Back End – with Content Management System

FUNCTIONALITY STATUS

User friendly interface Launched

Ability to add data in different resolutions, types, formats Launched

Ability to add metadata Launched

Modify visualizations/symbology Launched

Categorize data and change the order they appear in the front-end Launched

Automated data processing Launched

Enable searchability of data Launched

Sorting of data Launched

Dynamic database Launched

Efficient data storage Launched

Last update feature Launched

Staging site for testing Launched

Link with AWS Launched

Link to other cloud services Launched (admin can choose)

A modular API – connects back end and front end Launched

Add new multi-criteria analysis defined by administrators Staging – under development



VISIT ENERGYACCESSEXPLORER.ORG TO LEARN MORE.
CONTACT: Dimitrios Mentis, Lead, Energy Access Explorer, dimitrios.mentis@wri.org 
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